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Let D” be a closed disk around the origin in Euclidean space R” - for 
convenience we assume it has unit radius - with boundary Sn-‘, and let 
Hom(R”, R.“) be the space of linear maps from RM to R”; i.e. the M by M 
matrices. The range and domain need not be the same R”, but they should both be 
oriented. Let 
L : D” + Hom(R”, R.“) 
be a continuous map such that L(A) is non-singular (i.e. in GL(M)) if A f 0. U’e call 
such a map acceptable. We consider GL(M) a subspace of GL(co) = U GL(M) in the 
standard way. The map LIS”-’ :.S”-’ --, GL(M) + GL(co) determines an element 
yr E T,_~(GL(oc)), the (n - 1)st homotopy group of GL(oo). 
The structure of the groups x,(GL(sc)) is well-known by the Bott Periodicity 
Theorem; they can be read off from the following table (Z= integers, Z/22= 
integers modulo 2) 
n mod8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
T,-*lGL(=)) z/22 z/22 0 z 0 0 0 z 
Thus if n = 0, 1,2,4 mod 8, the group is not trivial. We are interested in calculating 
yL. We consider in particular here, how to determine whether yL is even or odd. 
The motivation is the following. Let f:R” xR” +R”’ ((A, u)+f(A, u)) be 
continuous with f(A, 0) = 0 for A ED”. Suppose the u-derivative D&A, 0) = L(A) 
exists continuously for A E D”, and is non-singular if A # 0. Then yL is defined and it is 
shown in [l] that if ye satisfies certain conditions-in particular if yL is odd-then 
global bifurcation (which we do not define here) of the zeroes off from the origin 
(0,O) E R” x R” occurs. 
* Partially supported by NSF and by SFB 40, Universitat Bonn. 
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We need the following number-theoretic function. For each positive integer n, 
define c,, (the Hurwitz-Radon number) via the following table. 
Alternatively, c, = 2’ where j is the number of integers r, O<r<n with r= 
c,,,~ = 16c,,. 
0, 1,2,4 mod 8. Thus cntl = cn or c,+~ = 2c, and the latter occurs precisely when 
~,_~(GL(co)) # 0. 
In the predecessor to this article [4], J.A. Yorke and the author developed the 
following result. Suppose L(A) has a first-order Taylor expansion around 0 E D”: 
L(A)=A,+A -Al+O(IA12). 
Here ALE Hom(R”, R”) is independent of A and A1 : R” x RM --, R” is bilinear. 
Suppose L(A) satisfies: 
(*) there exists E >O such that IL(A). 141 ~.Y[AIILII for A ED”. 
Then 
(i) dim ker A0 = rcn for some integer r, and 
(ii) yL = r mod 2 in r,_i(GL(a)). 
Assuming L is differentiable, (*) is a generic condition. This fact, for example, 
together with result 4 of [4] can be used to simplify the computation in [3]. 
At a colloquium in Stuttgart, Prof. K. Kirchgiissner ecalled the following example 
of J. Ize [6] (reproduced in [7]). Let n = 1, M = 2, so u = (“,;). Let 
f(A, u) = 
Aui-u2--u: 
> Arc2+u: ’ 
Then 
L(A)=Ao+A *Al. 
Thus dim ker = 1, ci = 1, but it is easy to check there are no zeroes off except u = 0; 
i.e. no bifurcation. The point is that this L does not satisfy (*). Indeed, let u,, = (:). 
Thus Iu~]--, 1, but IL(A) * ~~1 is o(lA 12) as A + 0, in contradiction to (*). The purpose of 
this article is to develop a method for determining yr for such L. 
Condition (*) is used two ways in the proof of [4]: 
(a) it allows us to homotop L to i(A) = Ao+A * A1 through acceptable maps, 
(b) it allows us to put A0 + A - At in a “normal form” so we can read off the class 
of yi. 
One does not expect as sharp a result in a non-generic case as in a generic case. In 
the present situation, we must be more explicit about our hypotheses. We will 
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establish a result that will parallel (a), but (b) we will partly circumvent but mostly 
incorporate in the hypothesis. None the less, in many situations, the result yields 
good information. In fact it is possible to proceed in somewhat more generality than 
we do, but the hypotheses become so technical, it is not worth it. 
We interpose two comments here. First, the domain RM and range R’M are not 
necessarily the same. Either can be altered by an orientation preserving iso- 
morphism. That is, if Zi, Zz E GL’(M), the results should be invariant under the 
conjugation L(A) --f Z;‘L(A )Z,. For example, although (*) obstensibly depends on 
metrics, if it holds for any metric, it holds for all metrics (possibly with different E). 
Second, although we assume M finite, the results are also valid for some infinite 
dimensional cases. See for example [2]. 
Suppose there exist Zi(A), Z*(A) : D” + GL’(M) such that i(A) = Zi(A )-’ x 
L(A )Zz(A) has the block form 
with L’(A) E Hom(R”, R”), L”(A) E Hom(R.“-‘“, RMem) and L”(0) non-singular. 
Then L(A) can be homotoped to Z1(0)-‘L(A)Zz(0) via acceptable maps by choosing 
paths in GL-(M) from the identity I to Zi(O), Zz(0). Then Zi(O)-‘L(A)Zz(O) can be 
homotoped to i(A) via acceptable maps via the homotopy 
(A,t)-*Zl(fA)-'L(A)Zz(fA) (O~tsl). 
Finally i can be homotoped via 




Thus y,_ = iyLf E tr,_i(GL(oo)) and we can restrict attention to L’. 
We suppose for the moment that (a) has been taken care of in the following sense. 
Suppose L’(A) is homotopic via acceptable maps to 
i(A ) = +A* + -A, 
where *A, E Hom(R”, R’“) are continuous in A and =A_* = **A,,. We hypothesize 
-A* is non-singular for IA I= 1; then we can form V, = -Ah’+A* for IA / = 1. Note 
V-,, = -V,. We now consider the condition: 
(**) V, is nilpotent for all A with /Al = 1. 
Note that if L’(A) +Z;‘L’(A)Zz, then VA + ZT* V,Z,, so that (**) makes sense. 
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Result 1. Assuming (**I, then 
(i) m = rc, for some integer r, and 
(ii) yL = yi = r mod 2 in rr,,_i(GL(oo)). 
Consider again Ize’s example. Here m = M = 2, 
+AA = -A, = 
Thus 
satisfies (**). Thus yL = 0 mod 2. Indeed ye = 0 since rO(GL(co)) = Z/22. Thus 
bifurcation is not guaranteed, and in fact does not occur. 
Here is an example with n > 1. Let n = 2, A = (hi, A,), M = 4, 
i 
&+,A: A2+A, l+Ai 
L(A)= -i2 “d 1 
Al 
0 0 A2 
The reader can check with i(A) = L(A) that -A,“fih is nilpotent, m = 4. Since 
c2 = 2, we see yL = 0 mod 2. Since ni(GL(m)) = Z/22, in fact yL = 0. 
In most cases of interest, i(A) will have a Taylor expansion 
~(A)=A~+A.A,+.... 
If A * A1 is non-singular for all non-zero A, we have a result which parallels (a). Write 
i(A)=Ao+A, +G(lAj’) 
where A0 E Hom(R”, R”) is independent of A and A,* = rA, for - 1 s t < 1 and A, is 
non-singular if A f 0. Let c,, = AhlAO. 
Result 2. Suppose v is an integer such that V,” = 0. Then there exists E > 0 such that 
/i(A). +~~A~"~uj 
for A near 0. Thus if 
i(A)=L(h)+o(lhj”), 
then L(A) is acceptable and yi = YE. 




Result 1 is not applicable, because -Ail-Ah is not nilpotent. However 
satisfy the conditions of Result 2 with v = 3. Thus we can drop terms of degree at least 
4 from L(A). Thus 
satisfies the conditions of result 1 and m = 3. Thus yi = yc is non-zero and 
bifurcation of the zeroes off from the origin (0,O) occurs. 
Remark. If Y is the least integer such that v,” = 0, then the exponent in the 
inequality in (2) cannot be lowered. 
Finally we point out that if n = 1, there is an alternative way to determine if yi is 
zero or not. 
Result 3. Suppose n = 1 and 
det L(A) = ahM +o$l”) (a constant). 
Then yL is non-zero if and only if p is odd. 
Thus for Ize’s example, det L(A) = A’ and P is even. In the last example above, 
detL(A)=h3--A4+2A6+A7+A8andp isodd. 
Proof of Result 1. The proof uses K-theory. We review what we need. For more 
details, see e.g. [5]. For a finite CW space X, consider real vector bundles 5 over X. 
Two bundles 5, 5’ are called stably equivalent if there exist trivial bundles 0,O’ such 
that 500 = 5’00’. Note that c,,$’ need not have the same fiber dimension. The set of 
equivalence classes is denoted KO(X). It is a commutative group under Whitney 
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sum. It is not hard to show that if Y c X is a sub CW space, then 
K?o(X/ Y) --, K3(X) -* I&( Y) 
is exact. 
The canonical bundle y over real projective space RP” is constructed as follows; 
let T:S”xR+S”xR be T(h,u)=(-A,-u); the quotient S”xR/T with the 
projection to S”/antipodal = RP” is y. Thus my is S” x R”/ T where TM, U) = 
(-A, -u). Alternatively consider the disk D”; if antipodal points on its boundary 
S”-’ are identified, the quotient is RP”. And if T :S”-’ xR” +SSn-’ XR” is 
T(A, u) =(-A, -u), then D” x R”/T is also my over RP”. The groups a(RP”) 
are cyclic of order c,,+~, the Hurwitz-Radon number, and (the class of) y generates. 
Also recall RP”/RP”-’ = S” and fi(S”) = x,_,(GL(co)). Thus we have the follow- 
ing diagram 
K%(S) = rr,_i(GL(co)) 
II 
K$RP”/RP”-‘)+ fi(RP”) + ti(RP”-I) 
II II 
Zlcn+J ZIGZ 
To return to the proof, consider the formal power series 
1+x 2 
p(x)=-=-- 
l-x l-x k=l 
and its inverse 
p-‘(x) =l-x=.L_ 
1+x 1+x 
1=1+2 5 (-X)k. 
k=l 
For IhI= 1, define W, :R’“+R”’ by 
w*=-P(V,)=-I-2 : v: 
k=l 
Since V, is nilpotent, W, is defined. Note the following three facts about WA: 
(i) W+ W, = I, 
(ii) i( -A) W, = L(A), 
(iii) (A, t) + P(rV,,) is a homotopy of W, to -I through non-singular matrices. 
Define T: S”-’ x R” + S”-’ x R” by T(A, u) = (-A, Whu). By (i), T is an involu- 
tion. Thus D” x R”/T is a bundle 5 over RP”. By (iii), 5 = my. By (ii), L’ induces a 
map 
S”-‘xR”/T+RP”-‘xR” 
i.e. a trivialization of 5 over RP”-‘. 
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Consider the class of ,$ = my in K?IO(RP”). Restricting to RP”-‘, it is zero. Thus 
m ~0 mod c,,. This proves part (i) of Result 1. Let m = rc,. If n = 0, 1,2,4 mod 8, 
then 5 E I&(RP”) comes from 6’ = r x generator of fi(RP”/RPn-L) = I&!l(S”). As 
in [4], one shows that the class in r,_t(GL(oo)) corresponding to 5’ is yi. This 
completes the proof. 
Proof of Result 2. For the proof we let A E S”-‘, 0 < t =Z 1. Then the estimate reads 
I(A~+A, +o(t2)). u~=~IKI. 
This is the same as saying the norms of the operators t’(A,+A, + O(t2))-’ are 
bounded. If t is bounded away from 0, such is certainly the case. But 
t”(Ao+A, +O(t2))-’ 
= P-*(1 + t-’ i?, + O(t))-‘A,’ 
= f-‘(1 - t-’ v; + t-2 vf + . . . + ( - l)“-lf-“+* v7,y-* )A,’ + O(t)A,‘, 
As t + 0, the expression goes to (- 1) “-* vhYelAh’. Since the norms of the Ah’, IA I= 1 
are bounded, the estimate holds. 
To prove the second part, suppose (&)-L(A)/ =o((A I”). Then (i(h)-L(A)Is 
$E IA 1” for A small enough. Consider the homotopy 
(A,++L,(A)=(l-f)i(A)+fL(A). 
Then 
$(A) -L,(A)\ &t) -t$(t) -L(A)\ 2 &IA/“. 
Thus each L,(A) is acceptable near zero and ye = yi. 
To check the remark, we pick a A E S”-’ such that v1-l # 0 and find a basis of R” 
so that 
P* = : 




0 O 1 l-2 
Let uI be the column vector with coordinates tk in the k-th position 1 s k s v and 
other coordinates zero. Then Iu,] + 1 as t + 0 but i(fA) . u, goes to zero with t”. 
Proof of Result 3. This is easy. Since n = 1, we want to know if L(A) hex in the two 
different components of GL(a) for A on the two sides of zero. This is so precisely 
when the determinant of L(A) changes sign at A = 0. 
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Addendum to part 1 
In [4], a step in the proof of the result quoted at the beginning of this paper was to 
reduce to the case A0 = 0. This was left to the reader. It is not completely trivial, and 
we take this opportunity to give some details. 
Let L(A) = A,+A * A1 be acceptable, where AO~ Hom(R”, R’vr) and Al E 
Hom(R” x R”, R”). By appropriate choice of Zi, Zz, we can assume A0 has the 
form 
I 0 
( ) 0 0 
where I is the (M - m) by (M - m) identity matrix and the lower right hand 0 is m by 
m. With this decomposition A . A1 can be written 
( 
A.A’ A*A2 
A.A3 > A.A4 ’ 
Using the bases used to write these matrices, identity the domain and range copies of 
R”. Then L(O) has eigenvalues 1, 0 with multiplicities M - m, m respectively. Thus 
for A near 0, L(A) has (counting multiplicities) M - m eigenvalues near 1 and m near 
0. Let Pi(A), PO(A) be the associated L(A)-invariant projections of RM to the 
associated invariant sub-spaces. For A small enough 
are isomorphisms. Let 
It can be checked that L(A) = p(A)-‘L(A)F(A) has the form 
( 
1+ O(]A t) 0 
0 A . A4+0(jA12) > 
Moreover (A, t)+P(tA)-‘L(A)p(tA) is a homotopy through acceptable maps from 
L(A) to L(A). Thus yr. = yf. 
Also since the norms of P(A), P(A)-’ are bounded, L(A) satisfies (*). Thus A . A” 
is non-singular and J?(A) is homotopic through acceptable maps to i(A ) which has the 
form 
Thus yL = yi = YA’ which is the result claimed. 
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